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•Introduction 

•Detector layout and sensor choice 

•R&D results: sensor performance 

•Expected impact on object reconstruction and physics analysis 

•Conclusions
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High Luminosity LHC
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• Run 3 
• instantaneous luminosity 2x1034cm-2s-1 

• integrated luminosity 300/fb 
• Run 4-… 

• instantaneous luminosity up to 7.5x1034cm-2s-1 

• integrated luminosity up to 4000/fb

Geneva lake
Airport

ATLAS
CERN 

Meyrin

Run 2 (2015-2018): √s = 13 TeV 
Peak luminosity: 2.1x1034cm-2s-1, bunch spacing: 25 ns

CMS

Today
HL-LHC Webpage

Today

https://project-hl-lhc-industry.web.cern.ch/content/project-schedule
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The challenge
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•The price for higher instantaneous luminosity is higher pile-up 
•About 200 collisions per bunch crossing (150 ps, 50 mm) 
•Overlapping vertices, high noise in calorimeter endcaps and forward 

region
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Tracking vs. timing
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Tracking and Timing

Separation in
• z through ITk
• t through HGTD
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Tracking and Timing

Separation in
• z through ITk
• t through HGTD
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Tracking and Timing

Separation in
• z through ITk
• t through HGTD

High probability  
of vertices close  

to each other in z

Time information 
for each track 

helps 
discriminating 

vertices

CERN-LHCC-2018-023 

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2623663/files/LHCC-P-012.pdf
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CMS MIP Timing Detector
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Design	of	the	MTD	detector

~	7	m2
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ATLAS HGTD
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High Granularity Timing Detector
The High-Granularity Timing Detector

The HGTD will provide time measurements for objects in the forward regions
of the ATLAS detector

4 / 22

• |z| = 3.5 m 

• 75 mm total thickness 

• 2.4 < |η| < 4.0 

• 120 mm < R < 640 mm 

• 2 layers 

• 3 hits per track at 3.2 < |η| < 4 

• 2 hits per track at 2.4 < |η| < 3.2 

• 1.3x1.3mm2 granularity 

• 30 ps time resolution per MIP 

• max 5x1015 neq/cm2, 4.7 MGy 

• LGAD silicon sensors
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Time resolution
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fast sensor 
large signal 
small noise

timewalk correction 
in electronics (TOT) 

small TDC bins

�2
tot = �2

elec + �2
Landau

thin sensor: 
30-50 μm

< 50 ps 
for 1 MIP

•Example for silicon detectors 
•Very challenging also for 

electronics 
•High precision (<10ps) of 

clock distribution needed!

A time-tagging detector 

The timing capabilities are determined by the characteristics of  the signal at 
the output of the pre-Amplifier and by the TDC binning. 
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Time is set when the signal crosses the comparator threshold 

(a simplified view) 

Strong interplay between sensor and electronics 

arXiv 
1704.08666

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.08666.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.08666.pdf
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LGAD Silicon sensors
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How gain shapes the signal  
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Gain electron: 

absorbed immediately 

Gain holes:  

long drift home 

Initial electron, holes 

Electrons multiply and produce 

additional  electrons and holes.  

•  Gain electrons have almost no effect 

•  Gain holes dominate the signal 

! No holes multiplications  

   
Low Gain Avalanche Detectors (LGADs) 
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The LGAD sensors, as proposed and manufactured by CNM  

(National Center for Micro-electronics, Barcelona): 

High field obtained by adding an extra doping layer 

E ~ 300 kV/cm, closed to breakdown voltage 

Gain layer 
High field 
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How gain shapes the signal  
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absorbed immediately 

Gain holes:  

long drift home 

Initial electron, holes 

Electrons multiply and produce 

additional  electrons and holes.  

•  Gain electrons have almost no effect 

•  Gain holes dominate the signal 

! No holes multiplications  

Low Gain Avalanche Detector

Extra doping layer → high field

arXiv 
1704.08666
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(a) Cross section of an LGAD diode. (b) Current signals for di�erent thicknesses. (c) Signal slope as function of thickness.

Figure 29: The working principle of LGAD sensors, and how their signals depend on the sensor thickness [19].

While the signal height iMAX of the LGAD is proportional to the gain M , it is independent of the detector1046

thickness as illustrated in Figure 29(b). On the other hand, Figure 29(c) shows that the signal slope1047

dV/dt depends on the thickness of the sensor, favouring thin sensors [19]. An LGAD thickness of 50 µm1048

has been adopted as the baseline and studied in detail. LGADs of 35 µm thickness recently have become1049

available as well and are studied as an option with an even larger signal slope at the expense of an increased1050

capacitance.1051

Two major e�ects from the electronics which determine the time resolution are the time walk and the time1052

jitter. Both depend inversely on the signal slope dV/dt:1053

�TimeWalk =


Vth
S
trise

�
RMS

/


N

dV
dt

�
RMS
, �Jitter =

N

(dV/dt)
'

trise
(S/N)

, (4)

where S refers to the signal, N to the noise, trise to the rise time and Vth to the threshold voltage. Thus the1054

time resolution of the LGAD is tied to the value of its signal slope. The dependence of the slope on sensor1055

thickness and gain is shown in Figure 29(c). The best time resolution, i.e. the largest slope, is achieved1056

with thin sensors and large gain. This observation feeds into the plan to operate LGADs at as large a gain1057

as possible given restrictions from the leakage current and the breakdown voltage. Our investigations1058

point to a safe gain of about 20.1059

In addition to the research carried out by CNM, the Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) Trento has also1060

designed and produced LGAD sensors [20], as well as Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK) [19]. In general, the1061

LGAD sensors produced by di�erent manufacturers appear to perform very similarly, with the exception1062

of the leakage current before irradiation, and the bias voltage reach after irradiation.1063

CNM has produced thin LGADs in 2016 in run 9088 within an RD50 Common Project [2] and in 20171064

in the HGTD specific run 10478 [21]. Both runs were on 4" wafers with nominally 50 µm thickness of1065

the active high-resistivity Float zone volume. Run 9088 was in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process with1066

the back-side contact done through wet-etched deep access holes through the insulator (see Figure 30(a)).1067

Most of the tests were performed on single pads of 1.3⇥1.3 mm2 active area (called LGA) and 2⇥2 arrays1068

of pads with 2.063⇥2.063 mm2 active area each and a no-gain gap of 63 µm between adjacent pads. Three1069

sets of wafers were produced with a di�erent multiplication layer implantation dose to optimise the gain:1070

1.8⇥1013 cm�2 (low), 1.9⇥1013 cm�2 (medium) and 2.0⇥1013 cm�2 (high). In run 10478, wafer-to-wafer1071

(Si-Si) bonded wafers were used with a high dose (see Figure 30(b)). It also includes arrays with 2x2 pads1072

of 1.0 and 2.0 mm width that are compatible with the HGTD ALTIROC0 readout chip (see Section 4.4)1073

2018-04-16 – 18:42 42

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.08666.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.08666.pdf
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LGAD performance
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ETL Sensor Performance
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• Target performance has been achieved for sensors irradiated up to 
fluence of 1.5x1015 eq. neutrons

30 ps resolution up to 1.5x1015

demonstrated

Overview of test beam results: time resolution

I September 2017 test beam with 120 GeV pions at CERN-SPS
I CNM 2 ⇥ 2 arrays, each pad 1.063 ⇥ 1.063 mm2

I Test-beam 2016 paper available in in arxiv

Non-irradiated

Average �t ⇠ 30 ps

6 ⇥ 1014neq/cm2

Average �t ⇠ 40 ps
9 / 22

• Few vendors developing LGADs 
(CNM, FBK, Hamamatsu) 

• Very fast progress in 
performance and radiation 
hardness 

• First large arrays being 
produced

ATLAS DRAFT 5.1 Low Gain Avalanche Detectors

for improved radiation hardness.1768

(a) Cross section of a 2 ⇥ 2 array.
(b) Photo of a 15 ⇥ 15 array.

Figure 5.2: (a) Cross section of a 2 ⇥ 2 array including a JTE around each sub-pad (SiSi wafer, CNM
design) [bib:GiulioRD50Krakow]. (b) Microscope photo of an HPK-3.1-50 15 ⇥ 15 array.

5.1.2 LGAD productions1769

At present, LGADs have been produced in five manufacturing sites, shown in Tab. 5.1: one1770

large company (Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK, Japan), two research institutes (CNM, Spain)1771

and Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK, Italy), a smaller commercial manufacturer (Micron,1772

UK) and a national laboratory (Brookhaven National Lab: BNL, USA). Further vendors are1773

interested in LGAD productions.1774

There are plans to use LGADs in three experiments at the HL-LHC (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb).1775

There has been fruitful collaboration and coordination between ATLAS-HGTD and CMS-1776

ETL [Collaboration:2296612] with respect to simulations, design, manufacturing and test-1777

ing.1778

The design and production of LGADs for HGTD had two distinct phases: an early R&D1779

phase of about 6 years with much of the activities carried out within the RD50 collabora-1780

tion where the basic parameters were investigated and the suitability of LGADs for large1781

scale application determined. As Tab. 5.1 indicates, the different manufacturers tended1782

to concentrate on different parameters (like multiplication layer doping profile and dose,1783

variation of the types of dopant, thickness). In general, the LGAD sensors produced by dif-1784

ferent manufacturers appear to perform similarly, with the exception of the leakage current1785

before irradiation, and the bias voltage reach after irradiation.1786

In the second phase into which the collaboration is now entering the focus will be geared1787

towards the production of sensors for our specific applications (where sensor requirements1788

are better understood) and thus the options are reduced. For example, the decision to fix1789

early on the pitch of the pads in the detector arrays to 1.3 mm provided a needed stable grid1790

so that the development of other parts of the detector (electronics, modules, mechanical1791

layout) could proceed. At this point, the need to investigate issues of manufacturing (yield,1792

22nd March 2019 – 12:40 71

ATLAS HGTD TP: CERN-LHCC-2018-023 

CMS MTD TP:  
CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2623663/files/LHCC-P-012.pdf
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
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More irradiation results
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(a) CNM (b) HPK

Figure 35: Most probable charge or gain dependence on bias voltage for di�erent fluences (in neq/cm2) measured
for (a) CNM single pads from run 9088 with medium dose [23] and (b) HPK 50D/50C single pads [26].

(a) (b)

Figure 36: (a) Time resolution as a function of neutron fluence for HPK 50D at VBD and VHR and B35 at VBD at
≠20 �C. (b) Fluence dependence of VBD and VHR [26, 32].
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Figure 35: Most probable charge or gain dependence on bias voltage for di�erent fluences (in neq/cm2) measured
for (a) CNM single pads from run 9088 with medium dose [23] and (b) HPK 50D/50C single pads [26].
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Figure 36: (a) Time resolution as a function of neutron fluence for HPK 50D at VBD and VHR and B35 at VBD at
≠20 �C. (b) Fluence dependence of VBD and VHR [26, 32].
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CNM, RD50 Hamamatsu

arXiv 
1711.06003

arXiv 
1707.04961

arXiv 
1707.04961

arXiv 
1803.02690

Hamamatsu

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.06003.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.06003.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04961.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04961.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04961.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04961.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.02690.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.02690.pdf
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LYSO crystals + SiPMs
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•LYSO-Ce tile (11x11 mm2) read out by SiPM (4x4 mm2) 

•SiPM size limited by DCR at the end of HL-LHC (GHz/mm2) 

•Radiation hardness proven to be sufficient for LYSO

7 
Torino, Workshop on picosecond timing detectors for physics and applications, May 16th -18th  2018 

Radiation Hardness 

Radiation levels at the end of HL-LHC (4000 fb-1): 
Fluence : 1.7-2.0 1014 neq/cm2, dose 18-25 kGy , varying with η.  

LYSO: fast (60 ps rise, 40 ns decay) and bright (40000 ph/MeV) 
Proven to be enough radiation hard.  

SiPM:  
Operating a -30 °C helps in reducing the 
DCR. Still expected O (1-5 GHz/mm2) 
DCR by the end of HL-LHC 
 
SiPM size smaller than LYSO 
tile to reduce DCR and the 
power consumption due to 
dark current: 4x4 mm2 SiPM 
over 11x11mm2 tiles DCR [counts per second]
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Figure 2.3: Top left: 3D visualization of a single detector module, consisting of a 16 ⇥ 4 array
of crystal+SiPM cells read-out with dedicated electronics. Top right: Picture of a BTL module
prototype used in beam tests. Bottom: drawing of the front and side view of the detector
module and basic cell with corresponding dimensions in inches [mm].

(GHz) digital fibre ribbon, low voltage (LV) power, and SiPM bias voltage. The services run the
length of the tray with pigtail cables that integrate into the outer tracker service ducts (12 in f
per side).

The technology choice to provide the total necessary cooling power of about 15 kW is a two-
phase CO2 system, as is planned for the CMS Tracker Phase-2 upgrade and also currently in use
for the LHC Run 2 pixel detector. The cooling system will be shared with the Tracker. Detailed
planning for the CO2 cooling plant is currently under study by the CMS Phase-2 Technical Co-
ordination group. The total cooling capacity for the BTL is about 10% of the capacity needed
for the Tracker. A preliminary design for the tracker services has been developed, which incor-
porates sufficient capacity for power, cooling and data connection to service the BTL.

Existing studies show that such a cooling plant can operate at �40 �C with good pressure val-
ues and a uniform temperature along 5 m long pipes [35]. The BTL cooling will have the same
input operational temperature of �33 �C as the Tracker (see Fig. 9.40 of the Tracker TDR [36]),
with the capability to lower the temperature to �40 �C for additional margin. The nominal tem-
perature difference of the sensor and the coolant is within a couple of degrees, and therefore
SiPMs will below �30 �C. A pattern of resistive loads will be placed on the electronics boards
to make the temperature uniform within the module and to allow cooling power flexibility to
compensate in case some sensors are turned off. The total heating power could also be kept
constant during the whole lifetime of the detector by switching off the resistive loads while the
self-heating from SiPM increases. This would avoid a dynamic heat dissipation, thereby im-
proving the thermal stability of the whole structure. Nonetheless, particular attention will be
put in order to use materials with small coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) and dedicated
studies will be made to assess the thermal uniformity and stability of the detector.

2.1.2 Sensor description and radiation hardness qualification

The design of the active element of the barrel timing layer relies on the understanding of the
LYSO:Ce crystal and SiPMs performance in the high rate and high radiation environment of the
HL-LHC. Test beam results obtained on several geometries, similar to those of the proposed
design, are reported and discussed. Such results are well reproduced by a detailed GEANT sim-
ulation, which is then used to extrapolate the timing performance of the BTL at an integrated
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CMS MTD TP: CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
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LYSO+SiPM performance
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SiPM

wrapped 
crystal tile

beam direction

Figure 2.4: Top left: Set of 11 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 mm3 LYSO:Ce crystals with depolished lateral faces,
before and after Teflon wrapping. Bottom left: 6 ⇥ 6 mm2 HPK SiPMs glued on LYSO crystals.
Right: Crystal+SiPM sensors plugged on the NINO board used for test beam studies.

Figure 2.5: Distribution of the time difference in a pair of LYSO:Ce tiles exposed to a 3 mm
wide beam of MIPs hitting the centre of the tiles. Left: Results before and after time walk
correction for 10 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 3 mm3 crystals read out with 6 ⇥ 6 mm2 HPK SiPMs. Right: Results
for 11 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 mm3 crystals read out with 5 ⇥ 5 mm2 FBK SiPMs under different wrapping
configurations.

In another investigation, the response uniformity of the tiles across their surface was studied
with reference to an external microchannel plate (MCP) detector (Photek) providing a precision
time reference. The time resolution of the MCP was measured to be about 15 ps and uniform
over a surface of 4 cm diameter. Within a single crystal, time response variations of the order of
150 ps are expected to arise, as photons from the peripheral region of the tile undergo several
reflections before being detected in the SiPM. The left panel of Fig. 2.6 shows the difference
between time measurements in a 11 ⇥ 11 ⇥ 3 mm3 tile with a 5 ⇥ 5 mm2 FBK SiPM and in the
reference MCP, as a function of the MIP impact point on the crystal surface along a coordinate
transverse to the beam direction. A maximum time difference of about 200 ps between the
centre and the edges of the sensors is observed, in fair agreement with expectations. If not
corrected for, this effect yields an additional contribution to the time resolution of about 50 ps
RMS per channel.
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Time resolution 
Test of different wrapping conditions (teflon) to improve the light collection 
and the timing resolution 

no wrapping 

rear wrapping 

rear + front wrapping 

Significant improvement of LC with wrapping. 
Optimize the wrapping configuration and procedure 
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Time response vs impact position 

accuracy on the impact point < 1mm 
needed for an effective correction 

Difficult to achieve the required 
resolution on the impact point in the 
detector for large η and low pT tracks 

20
0 

ps
 

Similar variation observed also in the 
G4 simulation 

After correction σ close to the one for 
central impinging particles 

• Beam tests of single crystals 

• Wrapping improves time 
resolution 

• Impact position 
dependence observed 

• Solutions under study

11 
Torino, Workshop on picosecond timing detectors for physics and applications, May 16th -18th  2018 

Time response vs impact position 

accuracy on the impact point < 1mm 
needed for an effective correction 

Difficult to achieve the required 
resolution on the impact point in the 
detector for large η and low pT tracks 

20
0 

ps
 

Similar variation observed also in the 
G4 simulation 

After correction σ close to the one for 
central impinging particles 

CMS MTD TP: CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
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Detector design: HGTD
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Modules on inner plate and staves
7 Module Assembly and Loading ATLAS DRAFT

Figure 7.4: Schematic drawing of two adjacent modules on the top side and one on the bottom side
of the cooling plate; the modules are mounted on thin support plates.

Signal name Signal type No. of wires Comments
HV 1 kV max. 1 Clearance

POWER 1 ⇥ Vdda, 1 ⇥ Vddd, 1.2 V 2 2 planes, R < 2.7 m⌦ cm�1

GROUND Analog, Digital 1(2) plane(s) Dedicated layer
R < 0.7 m⌦ cm�1

Slow control Data, Ck (opt. + rst, error) 2 to 4 I2C link

Input clocks 320 MHz, Fast command e-link
(opt. 40 MHz (L1)) 4 or 8 CLPS

Data out lines Readout data (TOT, TOA, Lumi) 4 pairs 4 e-links differential CLPS
ASIC reset ASIC_rst 1 Digital
Monitoring Temperature, Vdda, Vddd 6 DC voltage
Debugging ASIC_debug 2 Analog

Table 7.4: Type and number of signal lines for two ASICs included in the flex cable design

row. Considering the harshest constraints, the flex cables must have a maximum length of3152

about 750 mm, width of less than 19 mm, and thickness of less than 350 µm. An L-shape3153

was chosen as the baseline design with a width of 39.5 mm in the region to be glued to the3154

bare module (18 mm length) and a 19 mm wide tail for the remaining length. The cables3155

will have to be produced with different lengths and with the tail either on the right or on3156

the left side of the module. The total length of flex cables in the HGTD is 4500 m.3157

In terms of electrical requirements, one HV line has to be included in the design in order3158

to bias the LGAD sensors (1 kV maximum). The HV line must have a sufficient insulation3159

resistance (IR) to not affect the other lines (IR > 10 G⌦). The types of signals to and from3160

the ASICs in each flex cable include the transmission of high speed signals (1.28 Gbit s−1) as3161

well as clock and power signals. The total numbers of signals for each module are listed in3162
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Figure 11.14: Front view of the two double-sided layers that are placed on each HGTD end-cap.
These two disks (right and left figures) have a rotation of 15° with respect to each other to facilitate
cooling pipes interconnection with peripheral transfer lines.

The bottom of the table lists each component of a double-sided layer of detector modules4822

mounted on the cooling support.4823

Figure 11.15: A detail of the detector in the (R,z) direction in the inner radius region close to the
beam pipe, including two active double-sided layers (installed on the cooling support plates), front
and back covers and internal moderator. An extra 20 mm moderator is located outside the vessel in
close contact with the end-cap cryostat.

The measured thickness of the current prototype of the sensor-ALTIROC ASIC assembly4824

is about 1 mm thick. This gives a comfortable margin with respect to the final envelope4825

assembly protocol, with an expected thickness of module package (module and support)4826

of 3.5 mm. Since the longest readout row will include 19 modules, 10 will be the max-4827

imum amount of stacked flex cables. Taking into account the estimated thickness of one4828

flex cable of 0.3 mm, it gives the total thickness of flex cables stack of 3.0 mm per side. With4829

an allocated envelop for flex cables of 4 mm, considering it together with 1 mm integration4830

gap, it should be possible, though challenging, to fit all the components within the design4831
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Figure 7.10: Modules assembled on the inner plate and the outer staves in one half of one side of a
cooling plate

For these two designs, the full size plate is divided into an internal part with higher dens-3372

ity of modules to be replaced during the HL-LHC lifetime and a permanent outer part.3373

The current baseline is to use rectangular staves with the width of a module for the outer3374

part, starting at r =320 mm, but also other options, like quarter or half disks are under in-3375

vestigation. Three scenarios for the size of the inner part and the replacement strategy are3376

presented in Sec. 13.4 and the exact size of the intermediate plates will be chosen accord-3377

ingly.3378

Design 1: flat intermediate plate design In this design, the intermediate plate is 1 mm3379

thick, either in aluminium or carbon fiber. First aluminium prototypes have been produced3380

and are shown in Fig. 7.11. Each module is glued on it over its full surface and at a later3381

stage the intermediate plate is screwed to the cooling plate (see Fig. 7.12). Some dedicated3382

tools will be developed for the positioning and the handling of the modules. The correct3383

positioning of modules will be obtained with a pattern layer tool as described below. The3384

intermediate plate is sandwiched between the cooling plate and the module, as such, par-3385

ticular attention needs to be paid to the thermal conductivity of the material and of the3386

glue.3387

Design 2: pattern intermediate plate In this design, the intermediate plate is thicker,3388

typically 4 mm. The target material is currently PEEK or carbon fibre. Windows are ma-3389

chined in order to encapsulate the modules which are glued on two rectangular strips (see3390

Fig. 7.13, brown parts). The positioning of modules is given by the windows of the plate3391

(see Fig. 7.14). Once this intermediate plate is screwed to the cooling plate, the modules are3392
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ATLAS DRAFT 2.3 Detector layout and optimisation

Peripheral	
Electronics	

Moderator/	
outer	part	

Doubled	sided	
Silicon	layers	

Front	&	Back	disks	

1	

Moderator/	
Inner	part	Front	cover	

Back	cover	

Outer	ring	

Inner	ring	

EC	LARG	Cryostat	

CO2	cooling	
manifolds	

Figure 2.4: Global view of the HGTD to be installed on each of two end-cap calorimeters. The
various components are shown: hermetic vessel (front and rear covers, inner and outer rings), two
instrumented double-sided layers (mounted in two cooling disks), two moderator pieces placed
inside and outside the hermetic vessel.

central region, sz0 is well below this limit. In the forward region, however, the resolution345

exceeds the limit by a large factor, reaching 3 mm for particles with low transverse mo-346

mentum (pT) at |h| ⇡ 4, due to the combination of geometric projection and, as shown in347

Fig. 2.7, increased material. As a result, ITk by itself cannot associate such forward tracks348

to the correct vertices in an unambiguous way.349

In addition to the spatial distribution of collisions, pile-up collisions will also be distributed350

in time, with a Gaussian width in the range 175 to 260 ps. HGTD is designed to provide a351

time-of-arrival measurement for incident tracks with a resolution of 30 ps at the beginning352

of the HL-LHC, degrading to 50 ps at the end of the HL-LHC. After determining the vertex353

position using the ITk, this complementary time measurement is significantly more precise354

than the spread of the beamspot in time.355

With the combination of ITk and HGTD measurements, ATLAS can view a portion of the356

event in space and time, extending the pile-up rejection capabilities of the ITk to the extent357

of its acceptance. This is one of the main motivations for the HGTD.358
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The	Endcap	Timing	Layer	(ETL)	layout	

On	each	endcap	side		[	|η|	=	1.6	to	2.9		]	
2	supporting	disks,	with	sensor	modules	mounted	on	all	four	faces	of	the	two	disks,	placed	in	an	
x-y	layout,	in	a	staggered way	
(areas	for	readout,	power,	and	cable	infrastructure	are	covered	by	the	sensors	on	the	opposite	face)	

each	face	made	of	4	identical	wedges

Endcaps

6 
Torino, Workshop on picosecond timing detectors for physics and applications, May 16th -18th  2018 

The proposed BTL detector 
A layer of LYSO:Ce tiles, readout by SiPM, to be installed in the tracker support tube 

Thickness:  ~25 mm  
(sensor + cooling + electronics) 
 

High granularity: ~250 k channels   
11x11 mm2 LYSO tiles,   
~4 mm slant thickness  
 

Area: ~40 m2 
 

Cooling : ~ -30 °C, liquid CO2 
 

Power consumption: ~0.5 kW/m2 
Bandwidth : two timestamps and 
amplitude  ~ 1.2 Tb/s 

Readout: fixed threshold discriminator, 
based on the commercial TOFPET2 chip 

Barrel tray 
inside Tracker 
Support Tube
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Figure 1.2: Left: Simulated and reconstructed vertices in a 200 pileup event assuming a MIP
timing detector covering the barrel and endcaps. The vertical lines indicate 3D-reconstructed
vertices, with instances of vertex merging visible throughout the event display. Right: Rate of
tracks from pileup vertices incorrectly associated with the primary vertex of the hard interac-
tion normalized to the total number of tracks in the vertex.

0.3 mm�1. The performance of b-jet identification, which relies on vertex reconstruction, is
enhanced. The removal of pileup tracks from the isolation cones improves the identification
efficiency for isolated leptons and photons, which are key signatures of many processes of in-
terest for the HL-LHC program. Similarly, the reconstruction of spatially extended objects and
global event quantities that are vulnerable to the pileup, such as jets and pmiss

T , is also signif-
icantly improved. At 200 pileup, the pmiss

T resolution improves by about 10% and the rate of
reconstructed jets that are spuriously clustered particles from pileup interactions (“pileup jets”)
is reduced by up to 40%, using track-time information in jet reconstruction.

Chapter 3 presents thorough simulation studies of track and vertex reconstruction, of parti-
cle isolation, of jet and pmiss

T reconstruction, and of benchmark physics measurements and
searches. These studies consistently motivate that precision timing in the barrel and in the
endcaps, with about 30 ps resolution, not only offsets the performance losses in the transition
from 140 to 200 pileup events, but also recovers the Phase-1 (40 pileup) performance of the
CMS detector, thereby enhancing the HL-LHC physics reach.

1.2 Impact of precision timing on the HL-LHC physics program
The CMS physics program at the HL-LHC will target a very wide range of measurements,
including in-depth studies of the Higgs boson properties and direct searches for physics be-
yond the standard model (BSM). The added value of a timing detector, quantified in terms of
improved vertex identification, acceptance extension for isolated objects, improved pmiss

T reso-
lution, and pileup jet rate reduction, makes a significant impact on the CMS physics program
across several channels. These performance gains are gauged in Chapter 3 with benchmark
analyses representative of Higgs boson measurements, supersymmetry (SUSY) and other BSM
searches. A synopsis is presented in Table 1.1, where detector requirements are mapped into
analysis and physics impacts. The benefits are broad, as further expanded below.

The characterization of the Higgs boson properties, with precision measurements of the Higgs
boson couplings to standard model (SM) particles, and the search for rare SM and BSM decays,
will benefit from the improved acceptance for isolated objects, and in the case of H ! gg de-
cays from improved vertex identification. The quality of the isolation discriminant relies on the

3

Strongly reduced 
vertex merging 

probability: 
15% → 1%

CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

Very important also for particle flow reconstruction  
(60% of hadrons are charged)

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
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Figure 3.2: Number of tracks associated with pileup incorrectly associated with the hard pri-
mary vertex in tt (left) and Z ! µµ (right) events as a function of the pileup density, shown
with (4D vtx) and without (3D vtx) precision timing.
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Figure 3.3: Number of pileup tracks in Z ! µµ events incorrectly associated with the hard
primary vertex as a function of pileup density, shown without and with precision timing for
several different acceptance scenarios, considering tracks within the full Tracker acceptance
(left) and just in the central part (right) of the detector.
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CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

Pile-up tracks  
per vertex  

strongly reduced

HGTD: 95% hit efficiency and 90% correct association 
for track pT > 20 GeV

CERN-LHCC-2018-023 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2623663/files/LHCC-P-012.pdf
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•Additional pile-up reduces lepton reconstruction efficiency with isolation 
requirement 

•Time information helps significantly already with 60 ps resolution
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Figure 12: Selection e�ciency for the electron isolation criteria as a function of the pileup density using the ITk and
ITk + HGTD for di�erent timing resolutions.

is su�cient to achieve an isolation e�ciency essentially independent of the pileup density at the end of428

the HL-LHC. The performance in the forward region reaches a level similar to that in the central region.429

The improvement of the performance is essentially independent of the timing scenario, rendering further430

improvements to the resolution past 30 ps/track unjustified for this usage.431

In addition to these studies of lepton isolation improvements3, the impact of the HGTD on the rejection of432

jets mis-identified as electrons is being studied, along with potential optimisations of the isolation criteria433

natively exploiting the timing information from the HGTD.434

3.2 Luminosity measurement435

Precise luminosity determination will be a critical component of the precision measurements that make436

up cornerstones of the HL-LHC physics program. For example, achieving O(1%) accuracy on certain437

measurements of Higgs boson production and its couplings can be limited by the luminosity uncertainty. It438

is therefore important to be able to determine the luminosity at least as accurately as done in Run I [7] and439

II of the LHC, and this will be a challenge at the harsh environment at the HL-LHC. The increased pileup440

leads to increased detector occupancies, posing serious problems for the technologies used traditionally441

for luminometers.442

As a fast high-granularity detector in the forward region, the HGTD provides unique capabilities for443

measuring the luminosity at the HL-LHC. With detector signal durations in the few-ns range, the charged-444

particle multiplicities within the acceptance can be determined accurately for each individual bunch445

crossing separately. The high granularity gives a low occupancy, and therefore excellent linearity between446

the average number of hits and the average number of simultaneous pp interactions over the full range of447

luminosity expected at the HL-LHC.448

The instantaneous luminosity can vary between each Bunch Crossing ID (BCID) in the LHC. For the best449

precision of the total delivered luminosity, accurate measurements of these bunch-by-bunch variations450

3 If a high-⌘ muon-tagger were to be added to the Phase-II upgrade program for ATLAS, the HGTD would be able to provide
similar isolation e�ciency improvements for muons in the forward region.
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Small effect of radiation 
wrt improvement in efficiency

CERN-LHCC-2018-023 

Figure 3.7: ROC curves calculated for a cut-off scan in relative isolation for muon candidates
(left) and in raw isolation for tau candidates (right), comparing the no- and with-timing cases.

Figure 3.8: The efficiency for prompt and fake muons (left) and authentic tau candidates (right)
as a function of the event density for a representative operating point selection.
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Figure 3.9: Muon efficiency for relative isolation cut-off of 0.05 (left) and hadronic tau efficiency
for absolute isolation cut-off of 2.5 GeV (right) for different timing resolution assumptions, as
a function of line density.

as high-statistics samples of the signatures upon which the current-era Higgs boson campaign
is built (for example, H ! ZZ ! 4l, H ! gg, VBF Higgs boson production and subsequent

58
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Figure 9: Pileup-jet rejection as a function of hard-scatter jet e�ciency in the 2.4 < |⌘ | < 4.0 region, for the ITk-only
and ITk + HGTD scenarios with di�erent time resolutions.
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Figure 10: Hard-scatter jet e�ciency versus |⌘ | for a 2% pileup-jet e�ciency using pT and |⌘ | requirements on the
RpT discriminant, in dijet events.

tracks from nearby pileup interactions are more likely to be selected, leading to an increased rate of399

misidentified light-quark jets.400

Using simulated tt̄ events at hµi = 200 and the fast HGTD simulation described above, the impact of the401

HGTD on the performance of a multivariate b-tagging algorithm is studied for forward jets (|⌘ | > 2.4).402

Figure 11(a) shows the light-jet rejection versus b-tagging e�ciency for the MV1 b-tagging algorithm.403

The addition of the HGTD removes the majority of pileup tracks from the track selection. As a result, the404

performance of the b-tagger is significantly improved. For a b-tagging e�ciency of 70% and 85%, the405

corresponding light-jet rejection for MV1 is increased by approximate factors of 1.5 and 1.2, respectively.406

These factors could be greater for processes where more b-jets are expected in the forward region.407

Figure 11(b) shows the light-jet mis-tag e�ciency for a 70% b-tagging e�ciency working point as a408
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Figure 3.4: Rate of signal jets (left), and pileup jets (right) reconstructed with the PUPPI algo-
rithm with anti-kT 0.4 clustering and reconstructed pT > 30 GeV with precision timing for the
charged particles relative to the no timing case.

charged particles does not change the scale for PUPPI missing pT, indicating that the charged
particles of the jet are not being removed by the additional requirement of compatibility in time
with the hard interaction vertex. In the absence of precision timing, the PUPPI missing pT ex-
hibits a degradation in resolution as a function of pileup density (Fig. 3.5-left), due to additional
charged particles from nearby (in z) pileup interactions contaminating the hadronic recoil sum.
The addition of precision timing for the charged particles reduces the slope and improves the
resolution for high event density. The resolution at the average vertex density corresponding
to 200 PU is improved by ⇠10–15% with the MTD, and is equivalent to the resolution without
a timing detector at 140 PU.
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Figure 3.5: Left: Resolution of the hadronic recoil component perpendicular to the Z boson pT
as a function of pileup density, which characterizes the contribution to the pmiss

T resolution of
noise, including pileup. The dotted lines show linear fits to each set of data points; the dashed
and the dot-dashed lines show, respectively, the difference in resolution in quadrature and in
percent between the timing and no-timing case. Right: Distribution from simulation at 200
PU of the PUPPI hadronic recoil component transverse to the Z boson pT, with and without
precision timing in Z ! µµ events with no real missing momentum.

In order to examine the effect of the resolution improvement on the tails of the pmiss
T distribu-
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40% less pile-up  
without  

loss in efficiency

Factor 3  
better than  
tracker-only 
with small  

efficiency loss

CERN-LHCC-2017-027 

CERN-LHCC-2018-023 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612/files/LHCC-P-009.pdf
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function of jet |⌘ |. In both figures, the performance is shown for the ITk-only scenario as well as three409

scenarios with HGTD timing performance representing di�erent stages of the HL-LHC program. It can410

be seen that all timing scenarios yield significant improvements in the performance, even in the Worst411

Case scenario. Importantly, significant improvements are observed also after the full radiation damage412

expected during HL-LHC operation.413
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Figure 11: (a) Light-jet rejection versus b-tagging e�ciency for the MV1 tagger and (b) Light-jet mis-tag e�ciency
for a 70% b-tagging e�ciency working point as a function of jet |⌘ |. The study uses tt̄ events at hµi = 200 and
shows the achieved performance for di�erent time resolution scenarios. The ratio plots at the bottom show the
relative performance achieved with the HGTD with respect to the ITk-only scenario.

3.1.4 Lepton isolation414

In this section, studies of how the electron isolation e�ciency is improved with HGTD are presented415

based on the full simulation of the HGTD. The HGTD can be used to assign a time to leptons in the416

forward region. This information can be exploited to reject tracks which come from other interactions417

but are spatially close to the energy deposits in the calorimeter and/or the track associated to the lepton.418

The timing information can reject additional tracks from interactions close in z, according to Eq. (2) but419

separated in time from the hard-scatter vertex, as in Eq. (3). The isolation e�ciency is defined as the420

probability that no track with pT > 1 GeV is reconstructed within �R < 0.2 of the electron track.421

The isolation e�ciency is shown in Figure 12 as a function of the local vertex density for the ITk-only422

scenario and three HGTD timing resolution scenarios. While the e�ciency drops strongly with the increase423

of the pileup density when using only the ITk, the addition of the HGTD timing information reduces this424

drop, keeping an e�ciency above 90% even at high pileup density, i.e. with up to three additional425

vertices around the hard-scatter vertex. For a local pileup density of the order of 1.6 vertices/mm the426

electron isolation e�ciency is improved by about 14%. Even in the Final timing scenario, the resolution427
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tion, often relevant for new physics searches involving particles invisible to the detector, the
distributions of the PUPPI transverse recoil component in Z ! µµ events with no real missing
momentum are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.5. This distribution show a reduction of at
least ⇠40% in the rate of events with pmiss

T > 130 GeV, with the addition of precision timing.
This is relevant towards reducing the background for searches and helping reduce high level
trigger rates. Further studies and optimization of the core versus tail resolution are envisioned;
larger samples are needed to better characterize the behaviour of the tails.

Beyond the improvements to the pmiss
T performance with the addition of precision timing for

charged particles, significant improvements are also expected from the addition of precision
timing for the neutral electromagnetic component of the missing momentum. Preliminary
studies suggest that approximately 45% of photons in the barrel have at least one hit in the
barrel timing layer, due to conversions in the Tracker or in the timing layer volume itself. The
MTD therefore will provide precise timing information even at lower energies, where the time
measurement from upgraded ECAL barrel is less precise. Furthermore, the efficient and pre-
cise measurement of the hard interaction time enabled by the precision timing layers will allow
timing information for photons from the CE to be maximally exploited.

3.2.4 Impact on b-tagging and displaced vertices

In very high pileup conditions, secondary vertex b-tagging is degraded by the formation of
spurious secondary vertices caused by pileup tracks, reducing the ability to distinguish signal
from background. This degradation is seen clearly in Fig. 3.6, and depends on the average
pileup, and pileup density. In order to mitigate this problem, the secondary vertexing algo-
rithms were updated to be aware of timing information from the MTD. By requiring tracks to
be within 3.5st of the selected primary vertex, the number of spurious reconstructed secondary
vertices was reduced by 30%. This causes the ROC curves in Fig. 3.6 to improve significantly,
especially for tighter working points where near-zero-pileup performance is achieved and the
dependence of b-tagging efficiency on the pileup density is removed. These performance ben-
efits have a particularly important impact on the signal yield in acceptance-sensitive analyses,
such as di-Higgs boson production in the HH ! bbbb and HH ! bbgg final states. Further
gain is expected from retraining the b-tagging discriminants for 200 PU conditions, exploiting
the additional information from timing in a consistent manner.

Figure 3.6: Secondary vertex tagging ROC curves for light and charm jets for |h| < 1.5 (left)
and for 1.5 < |h| < 3.0 (centre), and b-tagging efficiency vs. average pileup density, with a
constant light-jet efficiency of 0.01 (right). Results with and without timing are compared to
the zero pileup case.
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Time of photons compared to time of vertices as a function of z
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Figure 3.1: Space-time diagrams illustrating the concept of hermetic timing for H ! gg events
with two photons separated by a large rapidity gap (top) and a small rapidity gap (bottom).
The reconstructed time for the photons at each vertex (green open dots), with error bars from
the uncertainty on the time measurement of photons, can be cross referenced with the time
information of the 4D vertices. The green straight lines are drawn to guide the eye. The pileup
is reduced to an average of 20 in this case, to improve clarity. For photons with a small rapidity
gap, the coincidence with a 4D-vertex is necessary to enable vertex location.
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More challenging if the photons are close in η 
Coincidence with a 4D vertex required for small rapidity gap
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around 15% reduction in the statistical uncertainty of the fiducial cross section measurement.
Although there are still significant systematic uncertainties on this measurement at 3000 fb�1,
the statistical-only uncertainty can serve as a proxy for finely binned differential cross sections
and/or differential cross sections measured as a ratio to the fiducial cross section, for which
most systematic uncertainties will cancel. For such statistically limited measurements, the im-
provements from precision timing correspond to an approximately 30% increase in equivalent
integrated luminosity.

These projections do not include the acceptance gain from improved isolation with track tim-
ing, which are estimated to be of order 10% per photon, and would therefore increase by an-
other 20% the equivalent integrated luminosity.

Figure 3.12: Lineshape for the H ! gg signal in each of the four considered scenarios. Since
this is a combination over several analysis categories, the individual category contributions
are weighted according to the signal to background ratio in order to be representative of their
contribution to the final result.

3.3.1.2 VBF H ! tt

The VBF production channel of the Higgs boson, with subsequent decay via H ! tt, is a key
signature for the characterization of the Higgs boson. Already in Run 2 this channel is the most
sensitive among the suite of H ! tt analyses [80] and provides an important benchmark for
performance capabilities of the future experiment. Further, VBF and vector boson scattering
(VBS) topologies in general will play an important role in HL-LHC searches, given that many
models of beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics predict an enhancement of the rate of such
events, or adjustment of the kinematics of the decay products in such events, or both.

As discussed in the CMS Upgrade Scope Document [2], for measurements of the VBF Higgs to
tt final state, where the tt mass is reconstructed using the missing transverse momentum, the
performance of the analysis expressed as signal over the square-root of background is degraded
by about 15%, following a degradation of 15% in the pmiss

T resolution in the transition from
140 to 200 pileup. This effect alone translates into a 40% increase in the luminosity needed
to achieve the equivalent result at 200 pileup. In addition the rate of jets reconstructed from
pileup energy depositions — which is observed to increase up to 30% in the endcaps with the
Phase-2 CMS detector — reduces the signal yield and increases the background from Drell–
Yan production, further degrading the analysis performance by 25%. Track-timing with MTD
provides a reduction of the pileup jet rate by 40-50% in the endcap region (Fig. 3.4) and an
improvement of 10�15% in pmiss

T resolution (Fig. 3.5), which offset entirely the performance
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Timing layer in the barrel in CMS helps recovering Run 2 precision
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Figure 3.11: Left: Distribution of the c2 of H ! gg (red histogram) and pileup vertices (blue
histogram) for 30 ps resolution in the calorimeters, 20 ps resolution in vertex timing, and a
|Dh| < 0.8 cut-off on the photon pair. Right: Fraction of events in which the diphoton vertex
has a rank equal or lower than the rank in the horizontal axis, for 140 pileup events.

each reconstructed vertex is obtained from a c2 statistics. A vertex time-zero resolution of 20 ps,
from track timing, and a resolution of 30 ps on each photon are assumed. The c2 distributions
for the true diphoton vertex, known from simulation, and for all the other vertices are shown
in the left panel of Fig. 3.11. Results are displayed only for events with a small pseudorapidity
gap between the two photons (|Dh| < 0.8). The overlap of the distributions at low c2 indicates
that there is a finite probability for a random pileup vertex to have a c2 lower than the true
diphoton vertex. However, the distributions are sufficiently separated to enable vertex ranking
according to the c2 value, and reject vertices of high rank. The rejection power is illustrated
in the right panel of Fig. 3.11, both for the sample with large and small pseudorapidity gaps
between the photons. The graphs show, for 140 pileup events, the fraction of events in which
the diphoton vertex has a rank equal or lower than the rank in the horizontal axis. In 95% of
the cases the diphoton vertex ranks amongst the first 10 ( for |Dh| > 0.8) or 20 (for |Dh| < 0.8)
reconstructed vertices. Even in the least favourable case of diphotons with |Dh| < 0.8, this
method provides a fivefold reduction of the effective multiplicity of collisions, for a marginal
loss in the efficiency. The independent analysis of the vertex kinematic properties can thus be
applied to a restricted list of vertices, comparable in size to (or lower than) at the present LHC,
and is therefore expected to provide similar (or better) performance.

The effect on the H ! gg fiducial cross section measurement at HL-LHC is estimated in the
context of projections of the most recent Run 2 results [79]. The impact on the invariant mass
resolution and on the signal-to-background ratio is estimated for different CMS upgrade sce-
narios. At 140 pileup without timing information, the primary vertex selection efficiency is
reduced to 40% (“S2+ no timing”). With precision timing available only for the photons from
the calorimeters, the vertex is correctly identified for a fraction of the events via triangulation,
corresponding to the sample with |Dh| > 0.8, and the total vertex selection efficiency is esti-
mated to be about 55% (“S2+Calorimeter timing”). With precision timing available both for the
photons in the calorimeters as well as for the charged particles in the event, a fivefold reduction
in the effective pileup is assumed for all of the events, and the total primary vertex selection
efficiency is increased to 75% (“S2+Calorimeter and MTD timing”), nearly fully recovering the
present Run 2 performance (“S2”). The signal lineshapes for the four scenarios are shown in
Fig. 3.12. The improvement from precision timing with the full upgrade scope corresponds to
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Signal unc.
Full 1/2 None

�µ 0.16 0.13 0.13

Table 3: The expected �µ without the HGTD is shown considering the same, half, and none of the theoretical
systematic uncertainties on the VBF and ggF Higgs-boson production taken from Ref. [11].

�µ % Improvement
ITk only 0.130 -
ITk + HGTD (2.4 < |⌘ | < 4.0) 0.123 5%

Table 4: The relative improvement in �µ for di�erent ⌘-coverage scenarios of timing measurements with 30 ps
resolution.

The uncertainty on the signal strength (�µ) is shown in Table 3, with the full, one-half, and none of the585

theoretical uncertainties for gluon-gluon fusion and VBF Higgs boson production from Ref. [11].586

The improved pileup mitigation that HGTD enables is propagated to all a�ected physics objects. The587

impact on �µ is shown in Table 4. The VBF H!WW
⇤ analysis becomes more sensitive for higher588

pileup-jet rejection, so the enhanced pileup-jet reduction of roughly a factor of 3 leads to an improvement589

of the analysis sensitivity. A full |⌘ | > 0 timing acceptance improves the �µ by around 7% whereas for590

the nominal HGTD acceptance, |⌘ | > 2.4, the improvement is around 5%.591

A multivariate analysis is also performed using a BDT including VBF topology variables. In addition, the592

lepton centrality and the
Õ

m` j variables from Ref. [12] are included in the training, which is done before593

the p
tot
T < 20 GeV selection is applied5. After the training, the mjj > 500 GeV is applied. The output594

of the BDT distribution is divided in bins with around 80 signal events per bin, which was found to be595

optimal. The resulting BDT distribution after including the HGTD is shown in Figure 14. The pileup jet596

e�ciency of 2% is found to give the smallest uncertainty on the Higgs production signal strength.597
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Figure 14: BDT score distribution when incorporating the HGTD.

The event and background yields are shown in Table 5. The addition of the HGTD reduces the total598

5 The p
tot
T variable is defined as the magnitude of the vectorial sum pl1T + pl1T + Emiss

T +
Õ

pjets
T
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the jets HT must be at least 300 GeV. The pseudorapidity of the most forward jet is the most important624

variable to separate the tH signal from the tt̄ and tt̄H backgrounds which produce more central jets. The625

distributions of the most forward jet in events with three b-tagged jets can be found in Figure 16.626
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Figure 16: Distribution of |⌘ | for the most forward light jet in the three b-tag category for tH with H ! bb̄ and the
backgrounds from tt̄ and tt̄H production.

A forward b-jet in the HGTD acceptance is present in 25% of the events. The relative gain from the627

improved light-jet rejection due to the HGTD is estimated using the MV1 algorithm with a working point628

of 70% e�ciency for b-jets. Using a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) binned in ⌘ of the light forward jet, the629

sensitivity to tH is improved by 11% as shown in Table 6.630

Scenario Signal significance
ITk 1.28�
ITk + HGTD 1.42�

Table 6: Expected (statistical only) signal significance of tH ! bb̄ using ITk or ITk + HGTD.

3.4.3 Measurement of sin2 ✓e�631

In the Standard Model (SM), the Z boson couplings di�er for left- and right-handed fermions due to the632

mixing between the neutral states associated to the U(1) and SU(2) gauge groups. The di�erence leads633

to an asymmetry in the angular distribution of positively and negatively charged leptons produced in Z634

boson decays and depends on the weak mixing angle, sin2 ✓e� [13].635

Experimentally, this asymmetry can be expressed as simply as

AFB =
N(cos ✓⇤ > 0) � N(cos ✓⇤ < 0)
N(cos ✓⇤ > 0) + N(cos ✓⇤ < 0)

,

where ✓⇤ is the angle between the negative lepton and the quark in the Collins-Soper frame [14] of the636

dilepton system. This asymmetry is enhanced by Z/�⇤ interference and exhibits significant dependence637

on the dilepton mass.638

The weak mixing angle is one of the fundamental parameters of the SM. Several measurements of sin2 ✓e�639

have been made at previous and current colliders, and the current world average is dominated by the640
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Figure 17: Distribution of �AFB as a function of mass for the CC, CF and FF channel in di�erent rapidity. The filled
band corresponds to the experimental sensitivity with and without the HGTD. The solid red lines correspond to a
variations of sin2 ✓e� corresponding to 40 ⇥ 10�5. The band marked in dashed blue illustrates the total error form
ct14 NNLO PDF. Overlay in green the particle level AFB distribution.

3.5 Outlook and path towards TDR683

With a timing resolution of 30 ps per track, the HGTD provides important supplementary information for684

mitigating pileup e�ects. The contamination of low-pT forward tracks associated to the primary vertex685

can be mitigated by adding requirements on z0 and the compatibility of the time measurements of the686

associated tracks in the HGTD.687

With the expected timing precision, rejecting pileup tracks with the RpT algorithm presented in Sec-688

tion 3.1.2 improves the identification of pileup jets by up to a factor of 4. The rejection of pileup tracks689
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Luminosity measurement
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•Fast measurement of charged particle multiplicity in each bunch crossing 
with the ATLAS HGTD 

•High granularity → low occupancy → good linearity 

•Measurement available both online (for luminosity levelling) and offline 
on separate readout chains
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Figure 13: (a) Linearity of hnhitsi as a function of µ, and (b) statistical uncertainty as a function of hµi.

level for each bunch crossing and BCID separately is a unique capability of the HGTD compared to other492

luminometers.493

3.2.3 Statistical precision of the luminosity determination494

O�ine luminosity measurements are limited by systematic uncertainties. To confirm that statistical495

uncertainties are subdominant also for the short time periods used for online luminosity measurements,496

this has been studied as a function of the duration of the averaging period and hµi. The average number497

of hits per bunch crossing is simulated using a toy Monte-Carlo method with inputs extracted from fully498

simulated samples. For each value of hµi, a random number of pp interactions is drawn from a Poisson499

distribution with a mean equal to µ. For each pp interaction, a number of HGTD hits is then generated500

randomly based on the distribution of hits per pp interaction extracted from full-simulation samples. By501

repeating this process 11 000 times (for the number of turns the LHC beams will make) and averaging the502

number of hits, the statistical precision achieved in each individual BCID during 1 s of LHC running is503

emulated. Figure 13(b) shows the relative uncertainty expected from statistical fluctuations as a function504

of hµi using this method. The coverage of |⌘ | < 3.1 presented here gives a statistical uncertainty of 0.14%505

at hµi = 1 and 1.6% at hµi = 0.01. For measurements in the low-µ regime (e.g. during van der Meer506

scans) better precision can be achieved through a longer averaging time.507

3.3 Use of the HGTD in the trigger system508

3.3.1 Minimum-bias trigger at Level-0509

The data made available at 40 MHz for the luminosity measurements can also be used by the Level-0 (L0)510

trigger to record minimum-bias events under low-µ data-taking conditions. Such data-taking conditions are511

expected during e.g. heavy-ion runs, van der Meer scans or for runs dedicated to soft-QCD measurements.512
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Summary and outlook
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• The proposed ATLAS HGTD and CMS MTD will mitigate pile-up effects at the 
HL-LHC and improve performance and physics sensitivity 

• Very intense R&D programme on sensor technology and read-out electronics 

• Acceptable time resolution and efficiency expected for the whole HL-LHC 
lifetime with replacement of innermost modules of HGTD 

• Next steps: 

• Technical Design Report in preparation / review 

• Production and test of full size sensors and ASICs 

• More and more realistic simulation in terms of material distribution, detector 
geometry, sensor efficiency and resolution, read-out chain



Backup
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Radiation hardness

�27

•Most stringent requirements for ATLAS HGTD 
(higher |η|) 

•Max neutron fluence/dose after 4 ab-1, including 
safety factors (not in the plots):  

•At R = 12cm: 10.2x1015 neq/cm2 and 9.5 MGy  

•Sensors and ASICs at R < 32 cm need 
replacement at 1/2 lifetime of HL-LHC  

•To reduce radiation damage: 

•Operation of silicon detectors at -30°C using 
CO2 cooling from inner detector
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More testbeam results

�28
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E�ciency1155

The hit e�ciency was measured in HGTD beam tests using an external telescope for reference tracks [27]1156

(see Figure 33 right). Amplitude thresholds (25–60 mV) well above the noise level (2–3 mV) were chosen.1157

For five di�erent devices, mean values of 96–99% were obtained consistently.1158
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Figure 33: 2D maps of gain (left) and e�ciency (right) for a 2x2 array from CNM run 9088 as measured in HGTD
beam tests [27].

Time resolution1159

The time resolutions of CNM and HPK devices have been extensively studied in various beam tests [24,1160

25, 27] and 90Sr setups [19] (see Figure 34). It has been consistently shown that sub-30 ps time resolution1161

can be achieved below the breakdown point before irradiation for the 1.3⇥ 1.3 mm2 (CNM) and 0.8 mm21162

(HPK) single pads with up to 5 pF capacitance on the custom-made test readout board explained above.1163

The time resolutions of the 2x2 arrays achieved so far (from CNM run 9088) are larger due to earlier1164

breakdown resulting from the lack of a JTE around each sub-pad, as well as due to higher capacitances1165

from the larger areas. Both are expected to improve in new runs.1166
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Figure 34: Time resolution�t as a function of gain. For (a) CNM single-pad sensors ("S") and arrays ("A") of medium
("M") and high ("H") doping[27]; and for (b) HPK 50D single-pad sensors measured at di�erent temperatures. Also
the jitter is shown. [19].

Whereas at a fixed voltage, the time resolution is improving for lower temperatures due to the higher gain,1167
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can be achieved below the breakdown point before irradiation for the 1.3⇥ 1.3 mm2 (CNM) and 0.8 mm21162

(HPK) single pads with up to 5 pF capacitance on the custom-made test readout board explained above.1163
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breakdown resulting from the lack of a JTE around each sub-pad, as well as due to higher capacitances1165

from the larger areas. Both are expected to improve in new runs.1166
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Whereas at a fixed voltage, the time resolution is improving for lower temperatures due to the higher gain,1167
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Front-end electronics
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New ASICs for LGAD readout 
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Figure 44: Schematic of a single-pixel readout block. The o�ine data from the TOA and TOT TDCs are stored in a
bu�er, while the luminosity information is gathered at the ASIC level.

One of the sides of the complete chip will be slightly larger (⇠ 22 mm) to accommodate the o�-pixel1455

common electronics and the Input/Output pads.1456

The readout of the pixels is done by column, through an End-Of-Column (EOC) cell. A command1457

decoder unit receives the fast commands and clock signal from the central Trigger Data Acquisition1458

system (TDAQ). These are 8 bits on every bunch crossing, and a 320 MHz clock from which a 40 MHz1459

clock is generated. Based on this, a phase-locked loop (PLL) generates all the di�erent clocks needed1460

to operate the ASIC, namely 320 MHz, 640 MHz and 1.28 GHz. These clock will be centred with an1461

accuracy of ⇠ 100 ps using a phase shifter, further described in Section 4.4.9.1462

A control unit handles the readout of the pixel matrix, and will be equipped to handle the bunch crossing1463

identifier (BCID), L0/L1 trigger accept, and reinitialisation commands (to reset the bu�ers, registers and1464

re-initialise the ASIC). The bunch crossing information is synchronised with the BCID from the TDAQ by1465

the control unit. It consists of 12 bits that must be included in the ASIC to identify the events stored in the1466

pixels. When an L0/L1 accept signal is received by the ASIC, the control unit generates an internal trigger1467

signal and a trigger identifier (TrigID) that are passed to all the pixels. The TrigID is related through a1468

table with the corresponding BCID.1469

Upon receiving the trigger signal, the control unit requests the EOCs to retrieve and store the data from1470

the pixels. Then it is moved into the Hit Data Formatting module, where it is packed in frames, serialised1471

and transmitted to the peripheral on-detector electronics through e-links. The transmission speed of the1472

e-link will depend on the radial position of the ASIC, and will be set via and Inter-Integrated Circuit bus1473

-I2
C- to one of three values: 320 Mb/s, 640 Mb/s and 1.28 Gb/s. It is connected to an equal speed port in1474

the lpGBT.1475

Another main function of the control unit is to handle the readout of the luminosity measurement. The1476

output of the discriminator in each pixel is transmitted to the Luminosity Data Formatting unit. Here the1477

225 channels are summed over two di�erent time windows, the sizes of which are determined through the1478

PLL. The smaller one (S1) is 3.125 ns wide, and is centred at the bunch crossing using the phase shifter1479

described in Section 4.4.9. The larger one (S2) contains S1, and its size can be configured to be a 3.125,1480

6.25 or 12.5 ns. Both sums (S1 and S2) are sent to a subtractor. The 8 bits of S1 and the 8 bits of the1481

subtraction (S2-S1) are then truncated to respectively 7 and 5 bits to reduce the total bandwidth. These1482
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Figure 41: Simulation of TOA as a function of TOT with a 3.5 pF sensor capacitance and 0.8 pF parasitic
(CT = 4.3 pF) for an input signal from 1 to 19.5 MIPs. Two di�erent preamplifier types are considered: a voltage
preamplifier (blue squares) and a transimpedance preamplifier (red triangles). The bottom plot shows the residuals
after correction of the amplitude variation.

Figure 42: Upstream and downstream data flow. The ePortTx is the electrical transmitter protocol, defined by CERN,
connecting the ASIC to the lpGBT. VL+OM is the Virtual Link+ on the optical module.

this board will also house the DC/DC converters (19 for the longest readout row). The lpGBT ASIC and1413

the optical transmitter (or transceiver) modules developed by the lpGBT and the Versatile Link Plus (VL+)1414

common projects are located on the optical daughter board. The receiving end of this optical link system1415

provides the data to the data-acquisition system through FELIX [34] boards or to dedicated commercial1416

receiver boards for the luminosity information. The size of an event is estimated to be in average 190 kB,1417

with a range between 125 and 250 kB. A down-link to the detector will provide control information to1418

on-detector electronics (ALTIROC and the supporting electronics) such as clock, configuring and control1419

commands, monitoring and triggering signals.1420

Each ASIC will also provide two integers representing the hit counts in the central time window and the1421

sideband for each event to allow a real-time measure of the luminosity. The information is sent via optical1422

links to the dedicated luminosity processing system in USA15. This consists of FPGA-based luminosity1423

boards that receive the data and aggregate the occupancy information over time, separately for each BCID.1424

Di�erent sums are kept for the narrow and the wide time windows (see Figure 39). Two such sums are1425

kept for each of 2⇥2⇥4⇥4 = 64 regions, given by 2 endcaps with 2 layers each, 4 quadrants per layer and1426

4 radial divisions per quadrant. The exact number of regions can be tuned later as the implementation will1427
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5/24/2018 Cristián H. Peña | Precision Timing with the CMS MIP Timing Detector

Barrel Timing Layer Electronics

�13

• TOFHIR ASIC:
• Overall chip integration close to finalization

• Front-end boards:
• Engineering design of readout units boards concluded
• Concentrator card and adapter board at hand

• Front-end board demonstration:
• Nov: board assembled with chip
• 2019 Q1: board fully validated

CERN-LHCC-2018-023 
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Electronic chain
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USA15Peripheral on-detector
electronics

Luminosity 
back-end
boards

Central DAQ

Local 
Luminosity

DAQ

FELIXFELIX

880 up links
for lumi

1200 up links
offline readout

1200 down links
slow control

Luminosity and 
trigger event data

event size 190 kB
(125-250 kB)

~270 B

Figure 43: Possible implementation of the peripheral on-detector electronics for the longest readout row, and the
readout chain. The flex connectors are located on the left; on the top right, the data transmitters and optical modules
(lpGBT + VL + OM). The DC-DC converters are on the bottom right, where the low and high voltage connectors
are. Three sets of optical links are connected to the lpGBT. The down links for slow control (in red) are connected
to the FELIX boards in USA15, as well as the up links for the o�ine data readout. The up links with the luminosity
information go to dedicated back-end boards.

be done in the firmware. The occupancy is aggregated over a time span of 1 second, after which the 1281428

short integers for each BCID are sent via Ethernet link to the control room for further processing (expected1429

data rate is less than 1 MiB/s). The luminosity processing system will also implement the logics for the1430

minimum-bias trigger using the hit counts as input. These criteria could include a minimum number of1431

hits globally in HGTD, on one side only, and/or coincidences between layers to suppress noise. The signals1432

representing the decision for each of these criteria will then be sent to the CTP as simple trigger input1433

signals. Per-event occupancy information for each of the 64 regions will be sent to the data-acquisition1434

system for events that pass the L0 trigger. The information will be bu�ered on the luminosity back-end1435

boards until a L0 accept signal is received. Each of the 128 per-event occupancy numbers will be encoded1436

as short integers (in total 256 bytes of data per event, not including header information). Additional bits1437

representing the trigger signals will also be sent with this data, adding O(10) bytes to the per-event size.1438

4.4.4 Front-end ASIC1439

Each pixel readout channel will consist of a preamplifier followed by a discriminator, both critical elements1440

for the overall electronics time performance. The schematics for the single pixel readout are presented in1441

Figure 44. Since the time walk will be measured using the TOT architecture described in Section 4.4.2,1442

two TDCs are necessary. One for the TOA with a bin of 20 ps and a range of 2.5 ns providing 7 bits,1443

and another for the TOT providing 9 bits. The bin and range of the TOT TDC depend on the type of the1444

preamplifier, and will be of 40 ps bin and a range up to 20 ns for the voltage preamplifier, or configured1445

with a 20 ps bin and a 5 ns range for the TZ preamplifier. The preamplifier is further described in1446

Section 4.4.5, and the TDCs in Section 4.4.6. The 16 bits of the time measurement data, combined with1447

1 bit for a hit flag, are then stored in a local memory (named hit bu�er). The content of this bu�er is1448

processed by a triggered-hit selector circuit on arrival of an L0/L1 trigger signal, so this memory should1449

allow latencies of up to 35 µs. If a trigger signal is received, the information is passed on to a secondary1450

bu�er named matched hit bu�er, where it remains until ready for transmission to the o�-pixel common1451

electronics. These local memories are further described in Section 4.4.7.1452

Figure 45 shows the conceptual design of the entire HGTD ASIC with 225 channels. Each pixel is1453

1.3 ⇥ 1.3 mm2. They are arranged into a matrix of 15 ⇥ 15, with a total matrix size of 19.5 ⇥ 19.5 mm2.1454
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Figure 41: Simulation of TOA as a function of TOT with a 3.5 pF sensor capacitance and 0.8 pF parasitic
(CT = 4.3 pF) for an input signal from 1 to 19.5 MIPs. Two di�erent preamplifier types are considered: a voltage
preamplifier (blue squares) and a transimpedance preamplifier (red triangles). The bottom plot shows the residuals
after correction of the amplitude variation.

Figure 42: Upstream and downstream data flow. The ePortTx is the electrical transmitter protocol, defined by CERN,
connecting the ASIC to the lpGBT. VL+OM is the Virtual Link+ on the optical module.

this board will also house the DC/DC converters (19 for the longest readout row). The lpGBT ASIC and1413

the optical transmitter (or transceiver) modules developed by the lpGBT and the Versatile Link Plus (VL+)1414

common projects are located on the optical daughter board. The receiving end of this optical link system1415

provides the data to the data-acquisition system through FELIX [34] boards or to dedicated commercial1416

receiver boards for the luminosity information. The size of an event is estimated to be in average 190 kB,1417

with a range between 125 and 250 kB. A down-link to the detector will provide control information to1418

on-detector electronics (ALTIROC and the supporting electronics) such as clock, configuring and control1419

commands, monitoring and triggering signals.1420

Each ASIC will also provide two integers representing the hit counts in the central time window and the1421

sideband for each event to allow a real-time measure of the luminosity. The information is sent via optical1422

links to the dedicated luminosity processing system in USA15. This consists of FPGA-based luminosity1423

boards that receive the data and aggregate the occupancy information over time, separately for each BCID.1424

Di�erent sums are kept for the narrow and the wide time windows (see Figure 39). Two such sums are1425

kept for each of 2⇥2⇥4⇥4 = 64 regions, given by 2 endcaps with 2 layers each, 4 quadrants per layer and1426

4 radial divisions per quadrant. The exact number of regions can be tuned later as the implementation will1427
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• Functionalities 
• DC/DC converters for LV and HV distribution, data serialisation, transceivers/

transmitters for optical links
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Testbeams

�31

•So far 5 HGTD TB periods at CERN SPS in 2016 and 2017 
•Data taking with oscilloscope (no degradation of time resolution) 
•Simultaneous data taking with pixel beam telescope to study 

efficiency and uniformity of response

(a) Sensors under test

NI-crate

TLU

Scintillator

osc

SiPM DUTs

FE-I4mimosa planes

mimosa
planes

(b) Data acquisition setup

Figure 5: Picture (a) of the sensors under test on the moving table and drawing (b) of the beam test
data acquisition setup

Table 2: Noise for all sensors. The statistical uncertainties are below 0.006 mV.

Sensor Noise (mV)
Single pad sensors

S1M-1 2.6
S1M-2 2.2
S1H 2.2

Arrays - pad number
1 2 3 4

A2M 4.6 5.4 4.9 4.7
A3M 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.3

4 Data reconstruction and analysis methods

4.1 Oscilloscope data reconstruction

For each event and for each channel, at least 2000 samples were registered spaced every 25 ps. The
first step in the oscilloscope data reconstruction is to measure the pedestal and the noise computed
as the mean and standard deviation of the measured voltage, respectively, using the first 240 samples
where no signal contribution is expected. The pedestal varies from 1 to 5 mV depending on the run
conditions and oscilloscope settings and is subtracted from the measured pulses event-by-event. The
noise was found to be independent of the bias voltage, as expected, and the run-by-run variations
(up to 20%) are attributed to di�erent settings of the oscilloscope. Table 2 shows the average
noise measured for each sensor. For arrays the coherent noise was also measured and found to be
negligible for A2M and of the order of 30% for A3M, due to the di�erent read-out board versions.

The maximum of the pulse amplitude is estimated after pedestal subtraction with a second-
degree polynomial fit around the sample with the highest amplitude in a 400 ps window. The

– 9 –


